Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 296 K; mean (C-C) = 0.013 Å; R factor = 0.083; wR factor = 0.289; data-to-parameter ratio = 12.8.
Data collection
Bruker Kappa APEXII CCD diffractometer Absorption correction: multi-scan (SADABS; Sheldrick, 1996) T min = 0.972, T max = 1.000 55067 measured reflections 22280 independent reflections 11040 reflections with I > 2(I) R int = 0.054 Refinement R[F 2 > 2(F 2 )] = 0.083 wR(F 2 ) = 0.289 S = 1.07 22280 reflections 1737 parameters 2 restraints H-atom parameters constrained Á max = 0.57 e Å À3 Á min = À0.32 e Å À3 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ).
Cg24, Cg9, Cg39, Cg34, Cg4 and Cg14 are the centroids of rings C6E-C11E, C6B-C11B, C6H-C11H, C6G-C11G, C6A-C11A and C6C-C11C, respectively. Symmetry codes: (i) x; Ày þ 1; z þ 1 2 ; (ii) x; Ày þ 1; z À 1 2 ; (iii) x þ 1 2 ; Ày þ 1 2 ; z þ 1 2 .
Data collection: APEX2 (Bruker, 2004); cell refinement: APEX2 and SAINT (Bruker, 2004) ; data reduction: SAINT and XPREP (Bruker, 2004) ; program(s) used to solve structure: SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 2008); program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 2008); molecular graphics: ORTEP-3 for Windows (Farrugia, 2012) ; software used to prepare material for publication: PLATON (Spek, 2009).
Figure 6
Crystal packing of the title compound viewed along the b axis, showing the C-H···π interactions as dashed lines (see Table 1 for details). Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å 2 ) x y z U iso */U eq C1A 0.3430 (4) 0.4971 (5) 0.4635 (4) 0.047 (2) (4) C3A 0.033 (5) 0.040 (5) 0.058 (7) −0.009 (4) 0.012 (5) 0.012 (4) C3B 0.034 (5) 0.036 (5) 0.059 (7) −0.010 (4) 0.001 (5) −0.002 (4) C3C 0.047 (6) 0.037 (5) 0.055 (7) −0.006 (4) 0.022 (5) 0.000 (4) C3D 0.037 (5) 0.037 (5) 0.047 (6) −0.009 (4) 0.010 (4) −0.011 (4) C3E 0.039 (5) 0.031 (5) 0.054 (7) −0.004 (4) 0.016 (5) 0.003 (4) C3F 0.029 (5) 0.042 (5) 0.055 (7) −0.006 (4) 0.006 (4) −0.012 (5) (6) 0.002 (7) 0.004 (5) −0.005 (5) C7H 0.063 (7) 0.074 (7) 0.033 (6) 0.003 (6) 0.008 (5) 0.001 (5) (7) 0.035 (6) −0.001 (6) 0.005 (5) −0.007 (5) C8D 0.076 (8) 0.069 (7) 0.038 (6) 0.004 (6) 0.014 (6) 0.011 (5) C8E 0.047 (7) 0.116 (10) 0.034 (6) 0.007 (7) −0.003 (5) −0.014 (6) C8F 0.102 (10) 0.053 (6) 0.035 (6) 0.009 (6) 0.019 (6) 0.004 (5) C8G 0.054 (7) 0.096 (9) 0.044 (7) 0.007 (6) 0.014 (5) 0.016 (6) C8H 0.076 (8) 0.070 (7) 0.034 (6) −0.002 (6) −0.014 (5) −0.005 (5) C9A 0.068 (7) 0.039 (5) 0.071 (8) 0.008 (5) −0.017 (6) 0.004 (5) C9B 0.045 (6) 0.064 (7) 0.055 (7) −0.002 (5) 0.012 (5) 0.011 (5) C9C 0.043 (6) 0.072 (7) 0.056 (7) 0.000 (5) 0.008 (5) −0.011 (5) C9D 0.083 (8) 0.050 (6) 0.051 (7) 0.000 (6) 0.031 (6) 0.005 (5) (6) 0.011 (7) −0.007 (5) −0.001 (5) C21C 0.096 (9) 0.070 (7) 0.035 (6) 0.015 (7) 0.021 (6) 0.007 (5) C21D 0.061 (7) 0.093 (9) 0.036 (6) 124.6 (10) C13D-C12D-C4D 119.7 (7) O1E-C1E-C2E 118.9 (8) C13D-C12D-C11D 122.9 (7) O2F-C1F-O1F 117.7 (9) C4D-C12D-C11D 117.4 (7) O2F-C1F-C2F 125. C14B-C2B-C1B 121.5 (9) C12A-C13A-C14A 120.1 (8) C3B-C2B-C1B 116.9 (8) C12A-C13A-H13A 119.9 C3C-C2C-C14C 119.5 (9) C14A-C13A-H13A 119.9 C3C-C2C-C1C 119.2 (9) C12B-C13B-C14B 120.6 (8)
3-Methylbenzo
118.5 (9) C12D-C13D-H13D 120.0 C14F-C2F-C3F 120.4 (8) C14D-C13D-H13D 120.0 C14F-C2F-C1F 121. 120.2 (10) C17A-C18A-C21A 122.1 (10) O3C-C6C-C11C 120.9 (8) C19A-C18A-C21A 120.1 (10) O3C-C6C-C7C 117.7 (8) C17B-C18B-C19B 117.5 (9) C11C-C6C-C7C 121.3 (9) C17B-C18B-C21B 123.2 (10) O3D-C6D-C7D
118.1 (8) C19B-C18B-C21B 119.3 (9) O3D-C6D-C11D 120.2 (7) C17C-C18C-C19C 118.3 (8) C7D-C6D-C11D 121.5 (9) C17C-C18C-C21C 121.1 (10) O3E-C6E-C7E 117.8 (9) C19C-C18C-C21C 120.5 (10) O3E-C6E-C11E 122.1 (9) C19D-C18D-C17D 117.7 (9) C7E-C6E-C11E 120.1 (10) C19D-C18D-C21D 121.1 (9) O3F-C6F-C7F 117.9 (9) C17D-C18D-C21D 121.0 (10) O3F-C6F-C11F 120.5 (8) C17E-C18E-C19E 118.1 (9) C7F-C6F-C11F 121.3 (9) C17E-C18E-C21E 122.8 (10) O3G-C6G-C11G 120.9 (8) C19E-C18E-C21E 119.1 (9) O3G-C6G-C7G 117.9 (9) C19F-C18F-C17F 117.5 (9) C11G-C6G-C7G 121.1 (10) C19F-C18F-C21F 122.2 (10) O3H-C6H-C7H
118.4 (8) C17F-C18F-C21F 120.3 (10) O3H-C6H-C11H 120.3 (8) C19G-C18G-C17G 118.4 (9) C7H-C6H-C11H 121.2 (9) C19G-C18G-C21G 120.1 (9) C8A-C7A-C6A 120.0 (11) C17G-C18G-C21G 121.4 (10) C8A-C7A-H7A 120.0 C19H-C18H-C17H 117.8 (8) C6A-C7A-H7A 120.0 C19H-C18H-C21H 121.6 (9) C8B-C7B-C6B 120.5 (10) C17H-C18H-C21H 120.6 (9) supporting information sup-25
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C8B-C7B-H7B 119.7 C20A-C19A-C18A 120.3 (9) C6B-C7B-H7B 119.7 C20A-C19A-H19A 119.8 C8C-C7C-C6C 120.3 (9) C18A-C19A-H19A 119.8 C8C-C7C-H7C 119.8 C18B-C19B-C20B 120.1 (9) C6C-C7C-H7C 119.8 C18B-C19B-H19B 119.9 C8D-C7D-C6D 119.6 (10) C20B-C19B-H19B 119.9 C8D-C7D-H7D 120.2 C20C-C19C-C18C 120.0 (9) C6D-C7D-H7D 120.2 C20C-C19C-H19C 120.0 C8E-C7E-C6E 119.6 (10) C18C-C19C-H19C 120.0 C8E-C7E-H7E 120.2 C18D-C19D-C20D 120.8 (9) C6E-C7E-H7E 120.2 C18D-C19D-H19D 119.6 C8F-C7F-C6F 120.5 (10) C20D-C19D-H19D 119.6 C8F-C7F-H7F 119.8 C20E-C19E-C18E 119.8 (9) C6F-C7F-H7F 119.8 C20E-C19E-H19E 120.1 C8G-C7G-C6G 119.3 (10) C18E-C19E-H19E 120.1 C8G-C7G-H7G 120.3 C20F-C19F-C18F 121.9 (9) C6G-C7G-H7G 120.3 C20F-C19F-H19F 119.1 C8H-C7H-C6H 121.1 (10) C18F-C19F-H19F 119.1 C8H-C7H-H7H 119.5 C18G-C19G-C20G 120.8 (9) C6H-C7H-H7H 119.5 C18G-C19G-H19G 119.6 C7A-C8A-C9A 120.6 (10) C20G-C19G-H19G 119.6 C7A-C8A-H8A 119.7 C18H-C19H-C20H 121.1 (9) C9A-C8A-H8A 119.7 C18H-C19H-H19H 119.5 C7B-C8B-C9B 120.7 (9) C20H-C19H-H19H 119.5 C7B-C8B-H8B 119.6 C19A-C20A-O1A 115.6 (8) C9B-C8B-H8B 119.6 C19A-C20A-C15A 123.1 (9) C7C-C8C-C9C 119.7 (10) O1A-C20A-C15A 121.3 (8) C7C-C8C-H8C 120.1 O1B-C20B-C15B 122.2 (9) C9C-C8C-H8C 120.2 O1B-C20B-C19B 115.3 (8) C7D-C8D-C9D 121.2 (10) C15B-C20B-C19B 122.6 (9) C7D-C8D-H8D 119.4 O1C-C20C-C19C 115.3 (9) C9D-C8D-H8D 119.4 O1C-C20C-C15C 122.5 (8) C7E-C8E-C9E 121.2 (10) C19C-C20C-C15C 122.2 (9) C7E-C8E-H8E 119.4 C19D-C20D-O1D 115.7 (8) C9E-C8E-H8E 119.4 C19D-C20D-C15D 122.9 (9) C7F-C8F-C9F 120.3 (10) O1D-C20D-C15D 121.4 (8) C7F-C8F-H8F 119.8 C15E-C20E-C19E 122.8 (9) C9F-C8F-H8F 119.8 C15E-C20E-O1E 121.6 (8) C7G-C8G-C9G 121.6 (10) C19E-C20E-O1E 115.6 (8) C7G-C8G-H8G 119.2 C19F-C20F-O1F 116.0 (8) C9G-C8G-H8G 119.2 C19F-C20F-C15F 122.3 (9) C7H-C8H-C9H 119.8 (10) O1F-C20F-C15F 121.6 (8) C7H-C8H-H8H 120.1 O1G-C20G-C19G 115.9 (8) C9H-C8H-H8H 120.1 O1G-C20G-C15G 122.1 (8) C8A-C9A-C10A 120.1 (10) C19G-C20G-C15G 122.1 (9) C8A-C9A-H9A 119.9 C19H-C20H-O1H 115.8 (8) C10A-C9A-H9A 119.9 C19H-C20H-C15H 122.7 (9) C8B-C9B-C10B 119.7 (10) O1H-C20H-C15H 121.5 (8) C10B-C11B-C12B 125.4 (8) C1A-O1A-C20A 122.1 (7) C6B-C11B-C12B 117.3 (8) C1B-O1B-C20B 121.7 (7) C10C-C11C-C6C 117.0 (9) C1C-O1C-C20C 121.5 (7) C10C-C11C-C12C 125.1 (8) C1D-O1D-C20D 122.4 (7) C6C-C11C-C12C 117.9 (8) C1E-O1E-C20E 121.3 (7) C6D-C11D-C10D
118.4 (8) C1F-O1F-C20F 122.5 (7) C6D-C11D-C12D 119.0 (8) C1G-O1G-C20G 121.0 (7) C10D-C11D-C12D 122.5 (8) C1H-O1H-C20H 122.0 (7) C10E-C11E-C6E 118.8 (9) C6A-O3A-C5A 113.7 (7) C10E-C11E-C12E 124.0 (8) C6B-O3B-C5B 114.0 (7) C6E-C11E-C12E 117.2 (8) C6C-O3C-C5C 113.2 (7) C10F-C11F-C6F 117.5 (8) C6D-O3D-C5D 113.6 (7) C10F-C11F-C12F 124.1 (8) C6E-O3E-C5E 114.2 (7) C6F-C11F-C12F 118.5 (8) C6F-O3F-C5F 113.6 (7) C6G-C11G-C10G 117.5 (8) C6G-O3G-C5G 114.1 (7) C6G-C11G-C12G 118.6 (8) C6H-O3H-C5H 113.6 (7) Symmetry codes: (i) x, −y+1, z+1/2; (ii) x, −y+1, z−1/2; (iii) x+1/2, −y+1/2, z+1/2.
